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I built this card for learning about the Altera FPGAs.  I never did much with this circuit
other than some simple state machine designs.  You would upload your logic to the
FPGA via the PC’s printer port.



This card was my second attempt at making some kind of CPU prototyping environment.
I used the good old GALs for decoding the ISA bus combined with some old 74F
devices.  This card could use the 8282 or the 8636 devices.  It could not be used for very
big designs (limited by the small FPGA), but it was nice because the programming of the
FPGA was done through the ISA bus along with the communications to and from the
FPGA.    There was a cable that plugged into the rear of the card that was used to route to
external logic and test equipment.  This card cost me around $100 or so to build in parts.
I did design a very simple 4-bit CPU using this card.  I also used the card to prototype
some other non CPU related projects.

As a side comment, I have noticed over the years that many manufactures of PCs have
done many strange things to the ISA bus.  Because of this, my designs for this bus have
become very robust and have proven to run where many cards fail.  Many of the designs I
have looked at don’t decode the bus properly and take into count the propagation delays
of their circuits in stead of making the design synchronous with the bus.  While the ISA
bus is a well know interface, when I hear that someone knows how to use it I always have
to look at their design to see it they really know.  You can tell pretty quick if they read
and understood the Intel data books, or if they really don’t know and followed someone
else’s lead.



Again, I stayed with the old ISA bus.  This card was never used for anything other than
basic logic functions.



Pushing ahead, I built this card which carried me into the 8-bit CPU designs.  This card
has a master and slave FPGA.  The master is used to interface the slave FPGA with the
ISA bus and allow the programming of the slave FPGA.  This card has a MAX-232 (RS-
232 interface) and 2 16K x 8bit 25nS RAMs located on it.  The RAMs were used to store
the programs and act as variable storage.    The cost to build this card was in the order of
$300.  I figured I gained that back in the entertainment alone.   (Yea, that’s me holding
the card).





What a joy this was.  It’s my first stand alone computer with an LCD and keypad
attached.  As the story goes, I built it after holding a small contest where I work at.  I had
done a design using a state machine on a simulator with a few other co-workers.  After
comparing our designs, one of the software guys dropped by and was telling us how easy
he could have written a program on his PC to do the same function.  We told him that
was fine, but he would have to design the CPU that went into the PC.  He walked away
saying something about no one could make their own CPU.   It was called “8” because it
was the eight generation.  The LEDs toward the front are used to display the data,
address, r/w, select, flags and sequencer information.  The ROM toward the front
contained the program I wanted to run and the RAM behind it was just for program
RAM.  The two other ROMs were used to store the ucode during the debug stages.   The
two toggle switches provided the RESET and single step clock.  The CPU started out
16bits, but I scaled it back because of space in the FPGA.  I ended up with an 8-bit data
path, and a full 16 bits of address space.  The ucode was compatible with Motorola’s
MC6801 (Old part that I still love).   While the 6801 had a whopping 1MHz-instruction
clock, this baby ran up to 7MHz with a main clock of 28MHz!   The cost to build this
card was around $350.



This card (not shown complete) was built for my next CPU design, which is a 16bit core.
Two smaller FPGAs are again used for the bus interface to the FPGAs and the on-board
memory. The four larger FPGAs are used to implement the actual CPU core logic.  The
design is divided into four sub functions:

• IO
• ALU
• Control Logic (reset, sequencer, etc.)
• Registers Cache  and Memory Interface

The cost on this card was a bit over $1,000.  It’s still being used to develop my own ideas
on small-embedded type CPU designs.



This is one card out of a set of three that made up the core logic of my 1970 Incoterm
SPD 10/20 computer.  Two other cards this size supplied performed the memory function
(4 K mag. Core and drivers) and five other cards for the IO.





This is my home office where I hang out after a long day at work.   Most of the
equipment I have purchased over the years.  Much of it I purchased used and had to
repair it.  Hey, it’s a low budget operation.  As you may be able to tell, I don’t just play
with digital but also the black art of the analog world.  Actually, I prefer analog design,
but I don’t get into it much anymore.  The digital world is far more predictable for the
kinds of things I need to do.

I hope you enjoyed this little part of my history.  I would like to say that while I have
enjoyed designing my own CPU cores as a hobby, it is just that, a hobby.   So this brings
us to the future.  I had hoped that the F-CPU project would have been an answer to help
me get involved with something a bit more complex.  While the project has not shown
any fast paced progress, I still continue to monitor the chat as I have time.
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